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Whether you believe it or not, whether you accept it or not, there are some things in the world that

cannot be attributed to anything other than paranormal activity. Some spirits have been through

tragedy so heartbreaking, they are trapped within that singular instance that stole their lives away -

they relive that moment over and over and over. The world is an infinite place. We don't entirely

understand it - we believe in what we see and what we hear and try to make sense of that alone.

Things that are easy to quantify, easy to explain with science - some of them are frightening in their

intensity, such as a natural disaster, but these things don't keep us up at night from fear. And then,

there are those things that we cannot understand. The complexity of the human mind is such that

what it cannot perceive or measure, it fears. And such things do exist - we can hear them, feel them,

sense them. But we cannot quantify them, because their behavior does not remain consistent and

there seems to be no rational explanation for them. In this book, we will take a look at the different

places and spots on our planet where these inexplicable things exist. Everyone who has been to

these places has come back changed; some have even gone just to see for themselves what it's

like; their accounts are disturbing... Here is a preview of what's inside... Ghost Stories: Okiku - The

Death of Loyalty Ghost Stories: Sagely Murders at Chillingham Castle Ghost Stories: The Wrecked

Tale of The Alkimos Ghost Stories: Roommates of the Paranormal Kind at the Normandie

Apartment Ghost Stories: On the Highway to Hell - Tuen Mun Road Ghost Stories: A Man Scorned

at the Wolfsegg Castle
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Unfortunately this book did deliver one single story not yet heard. Reads like a boring history

rehash. That is NOT why I bought the book. I was in the mood for some scares, unfortunately, this

clunker did not deliver. I found it long and uninteresting. Don't say you haven't been warned. The

author must have asked friends and family to "pump up" the ratings for there is no way that many

people truly enjoyed this!

I may be afraid of ghosts, but I certainly am fond of reading ghost stories. And this one definitely

gives me the creeps and chills to my spine. Since this contains stories of true hauntings of the

paranormal beings, I was even more scared. But despite that, this is a very interesting one.

It was an interesting and thrilling story. Characters were just perfect on every plot and to their roles.

Descriptive and fully detailed and it was written making my imagination walk through every plot. It

was an enjoyable read.

I felt so uncomfortable in my room the other night after finishing this book. I heard about the story at

the Montpelier house but it's just this time that I got the detailed story about it. It was really terrifying!

In this book you will find various accounts of the paranormal from different part of the world. This

makes reading not only entertaining, but also fun and educational, especially when related to the

realms of the mysterious and unexplained. Each story gives a glimpse of local culture and history.

Who knows, if you are adventurous enough, you might want to include some of these places to visit

soon.So if you are up for a good read of the supernatural and unexplained without embedding

frightful images in your mind, this is the book you must read.

I bought this book for something to do for my nieces slumber party. It is filled with short shories

perfect to keep some teenage girls entertained for the better part of two hours. The stories are uber

creepy and remind me of when the kids play 'creepy pasta' stories on you tube. We totally got into it

and the kids has a great time. Creepy, chilling, and uber entertaining.

Read one and you crave the next like cookies or popcorn. This book has an interesting collection of



ghost stories. It brings back Halloween memories and is overall an awesome book. Iâ€™ve read

many a ghost story book and this one Iâ€™d say tops them all and really stuck in my head.

Suspenseful, with a well thought out plot and well developed characters. You will get lost in this

Book. You know you have read a great book if you are disappointed when it ends, this was one of

those books for me, I highly recommend it.

This was phenomenal! It is a very excellent collection of true ghost stories that could scare the hell

out of you. What could be more terrifying than the haunted Normandie Apartment. I'm not sure what

you would do if you hear a voice begging and then crying for help but there was no source of the

sound. Another creepy story on this book that I really like is about the inexplicable paranormal

activities in New Mexico State Penitentiary.This is a very impressive bit of work and I would

definitely recommend to those who like to read and hear ghost stories.
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